
I will learn:

Further Reading

Greater Depth Challenge

Key Words

This will help in the future: 

I should already know:

Knowledge Organiser Focus: So it begins…

Science

I can create a circuit and name its 

parts

I can tell if a lamp will light up by 

looking at a circuit

History

I can order the inventions that created 

the railway using centuries. 

Art and Design

I can use line, tone, shape and colour 

to add detail within my sketches. 

Computing

I can use PowerPoint to present and 

collect data. 

• How to use before, after, past, 

present, then and now.

• Different grades of pencils.

• Organise digital content.

Select key events from timelines.

Use tones to add mood.

Evaluate and analyse information.

electrical 

circuit

a loop that electricity travels through industrial making and transporting 

products

appliances things that we use everyday revolution a change or new system that 

overthrows the old one

factory a place where things are made pioneer the first one to discover or

invent something

decade ten years engineer Someone who invents, creates 

and explores how things work.

century one hundred years harnessing Control and use to make energy

invention a new creation locomotive A powered railway vehicle used 

to pull trains.

Use purple mash to create 

your own algorithms on 

2DIY3D to create a train 

game!

electrical 

circuit

Stephenson's 

Rocket

Rosie Revere, Engineer

The Little Inventors Handbook

See Inside Trains

The Industrial Revolution

steam engine



Knowledge Organiser Focus:

History

Between 1750 – 1850 was the Industrial 

Revolution. The increase in the use of 

factories led to increased need for raw 

materials, trade and workers. There was also 

a need to transport the materials and the 

products. People moved from the country into 

cities.
James Watt (1736-1819 )
Who ? A Scottish inventor and 

mechanical engineer who 

invented Watt’s Steam Engine.
What? His invention went 

on to assist the creation 

of the railways by 

harnessing steam power.

George Stephenson (1781-1848)
Who ? An English engineer and pioneer of 

steam locomotives.

What? Stephenson’s Rocket was used for the 

first passenger railway in the world – the 

Liverpool to Manchester Railway which opened 

in 1830. His new engine was called the 

Locomotive Number 

1 and soon carried 

1,000 passengers a 

day.

Science
An electrical circuit is a complete path  

around which electricity can flow. It 

must include a source of electricity such 

as a battery.

In a closed or complete circuit electric 

currents can flow.

In an open or incomplete circuit electric 

currents cannot flow.

When electric currents can flow it can 

be used by appliances such as a light 

bulb. 

Computing
Insert video by clicking on insert 

and video.

Always save your work!

Art and Design

So it begins…

Using different pencil tones, marks and 

lines to represent textures in pictures as 

seen above.



Knowledge Organiser Focus:

History

What is the industrial revolution?

James Watt (1736-1819 )
Who ? 

What?

George Stephenson (1781-1848)
Who? An English engineer and pioneer of 

steam locomotives.

What? Stephenson’s Rocket was used for the 

first passenger railway in the world – the

. His new engine was called the 

LocomotiveNumber                                              

1 and soon carried 

1,000 passengers a 

day.

Science
Draw a closed circuit.

Explain what happens to the light in an open 

circuit. 

Computing What do the buttons do ?

Insert video by clicking on insert 

and video.

Always save your work!

Art and Design

So it begins…

Draw and shade a picture of a tree 

using the shades and tones above


